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My experiences with the Elko Guide Service were nothing but spectacular! I was fortunate enough to hunt elk for
the first time with Bill and a couple other hunters and guides in September of 2011. This being my first elk hunt I
was not sure of what to expect, but Bill and his guides lead me through everything to ensure an exciting and
successful hunt. Bill's experience and knowledge of the hunting area and patterns of the elk provided me with
some amazing sights! We saw an enormous amount of elk (bulls and cows) bugling and chasing around the area.
The entertainment went on daily throughout my hunt. I have never in my life seen so many elk in one area, and
Bill knew exactly when and where to locate them and how to best set up for a shot.
Not only will Bill provide you with an outstanding hunting experience, but his quick wit and story-telling capabilities
will keep you entertained throughout the day and evening hours back at the ranch (where hospitality, great meals
and conversation last as long as you can keep your eyes open).
I would also like to thank his wife, Betty, and his talented and experienced guides Bruce and Carl for their
outstanding assistance and hospitality throughout the time spent at the ranch and out in the field. Believe me, I
will be back for more as I hope to fill at least a mule deer and bull elk hunt whenever I am lucky enough to draw
the appropriate tags. I can not recommend Bill and his services enough. Thanks for an experience I will never
forget (or that crazy muzzle loader shot I made to drop my elk in her tracks).
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